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A WORD FROM YOUR MP
Dear fellow citizens:
During these trying times, here is a bit of good
news that I hope will lift your spirits!
The vaccination campaign was launched on
December 14 and to date, over 1.1 million doses
have been distributed across the country. Canada
currently remains first in the world for the number of doses reserved per capita and every day, a
considerable number of citizens are vaccinated.
We’re finally beginning to see the light at the end
of the tunnel.
I am also very pleased with the Government of
Quebec’s announcement to establish the Réseau
express métropolitain (REM) in eastern Montreal.
Developing the East requires an efficient and
rapid transport offer worthy of the 21st century.
However, it is essential that this project be carried
out with the utmost respect for urban planning
and the local population.
To start the year on a promising note, last January,
my colleagues Pablo Rodriguez, Ahmed Hussen
and I announced federal government funding of
$57 million for the Rapid Housing Initiative (RHI)
in Montreal. I am proud to inform you that nearly
$3 million will benefit two projects in Hochelaga.
I further elaborate on this subject on the back of
this newsletter.

Announcements of the REM and the construction
of social housing are examples of structuring projects that will improve our daily lives. What other
projects matter to you in Hochelaga? Convey your
views and interact with me during our virtual
Citizens’ Assemblies. Follow all the details of
upcoming meetings and events on my Facebook
page at Soraya Martinez Ferrada.
Since the beginning of the pandemic, I have
been inspired by citizens who find innovative
ways to ensure continuity and mutual support. I
am thinking among others of Geneviève, one of
the administrators of Hochelaga mon Quartier,
a Facebook page dedicated to mutual aid and
community support. I invite you to watch the
latest Vedettes d’Hochelaga video capsule on
my Facebook or Instagram page.
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I am looking forward to our virtual Citizens’
Assemblies. Please feel free to email or call me
with your concerns, questions and ideas.
Sincerely,

Soraya Martinez Ferrada
Member of Parliament for Hochelaga

SOLIDARITY AND MENTAL HEALTH

For many of us, the pandemic and health measures may have had a negative
impact on our well-being. Confinement, curfews, social isolation and endless virtual
working hours can have a harrowing effect on our mental health and that of our
young people aged 16 to 25. We must collectively take care of each other, whether
it is our youth, our elders or our local businesses. Let us stand together during this
pandemic that doesn’t seem poised to go away anytime soon.
THIS CAN BE A VERY DIFFICULT TIME FOR MANY OF YOU.

HERE ARE SOME FREE MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES:

Wellness Together Canada: https://ca.portal.gs/?lang=en-ca
Urgent care: text WELLNESS to 741741
1-866-APPELLE: suicideactionmontreal.org (1-866-277-3553)

PARTICIPATE IN
OUR VIRTUAL
TOWNHALLS
To register and learn more,
follow me on my Facebook page

SorayaMartinezFerrada

Information and upcoming events will
be published on my Facebook page.
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WORK ACCOMPLISHED IN RECENT WEEKS

Funding announcement of nearly $57 M for the city of
Montreal through the Rapid Housing Initiative (RHI). Two
projects under the stream «cities» out of the 12 accepted
projects will take place in Hochelaga and will be overseen by
the organizations Bâtir son quartier and the NAHA Center.
These organizations have been granted approximately $3 M
for their Loge Accès and La maison Lacordaire projects aimed
at building housing for vulnerable people.

Roundtable on violence
against women with
organizations that support
women survivors of
gender-based violence. in
the eastern sector of the
city.

Beginning of winter
activities. This year I
started cross-country
skiing. I hope our paths will
cross at Maisonneuve Park.

UPDATING PROGRAMS
To date, over 14.3 million rapid tests have been sent to provinces.
Currently in Quebec, nearly 290 Canadian Red Cross workers have been
assigned to 14 long-term care centers. To protect those who live and work
in long-term care homes, the government has also allotted $740 million to
provinces and territories.

L’ART D’ICI
A sculpture in memory of the victims of
COVID-19 on which Léopol Bourjoi has
been working almost relentlessly since
April 3. bourjoi.com

VACCIN
Earlier in January, Pfizer
announced it would temporarily
postpone vaccine shipments
to several countries, including
Canada. This is not a loss but
rather a temporary delay. Canada
is still on track to receive 6 million
vaccines by the end of March, 20
million between April and June,
and a total of over 70 million
doses by the end of September.
For more information, please visit:
https://bit.ly/3dHDJEB

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

For every $10 invested in the fight against COVID-19,
$8 comes from the federal government.

2020 INCOME TAX
DO YOU WORK FROM HOME?

As an employee, you may be able to claim a deduction for
certain home office expenses, such as office space, office
supplies and telephone expenses.

ELIGIBILITY

If you worked more than 50% of the time from home in 2020 for a period of at least
four consecutive weeks due to the COVID-19 pandemic, you can deduct $2 for
each day that you worked from home during this period. The temporary fixed rate
method allows you to deduct up to $400 per person.

What is considered as a day of work?

the days on which you worked full time from home
the days on which you worked part time from home

For more information on home office expense deductions,
go to canada.ca/en/services/taxes.

International students in Canada who have a post-graduation work permit that has
expired or will soon be expiring will now be able to apply for another open work
permit that will be valid for 18 months.
Applications are open from January 27, 2021 to July 27, 2021.
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